
Sunday – 
Feb. 22 
2015

01:00 PM - 
05:00 PM

Mandalay 
Bay, Lagoon 
H

Discover InterConnect: IBM Cloud Infrastructure - 5561A
John Thomas (IBM), Matthew M. Walli (IBM)
This Sunday pre-conference session will walk you through the fundamental concepts of cloud 
infrastructure, introduce you to IBM's cloud infrastructure portfolio, and help you get the most from 
your conference experience. IBM offers comprehensive cloud infrastructure and IT service 
management capabilities to support enterprise use of the cloud—from industry-leading servers 
and storage for private on-premises deployments, to fully managed private cloud environments, to 
highly elastic off-premise public cloud platforms. This session will explore how IBM supports 
deployment and management of these cloud use cases, and the interoperation of these 
environments through hybrid cloud technologies.

06:30 PM - 
08:30 PM

Mandalay Bay 
Beach InterConnect 2015 Welcome Reception at Mandalay Bay - 6554A

Monday – 
Feb. 23 
2015

08:30 AM - 
10:00 AM

Mandalay 
Ballroom E - L Day 1 General Session - Satellite Location

11:00 AM - 
12:00 PM

Mandalay Bay 
Jasmine 
Ballroom B

IBM Business Process Manager and Costco's Salmon Story—A Journey with Many 
Parallels
Guislain Lagron (Costco Wholesale), Brent Ryan (Costco Wholesale)
Costco Wholesale, a Fortune 20 global retailer, has a long history of doing business process 
management perhaps without calling it so. This session will share two such stories, and explain 
how they were instrumental in providing fertile ground from our first BPM quick-win pilot, to 
demonstrating immediate business value with continuous process improvements, and to planting 
the seeds of success in other business areas. By leveraging our corporate culture of continually 
finding more efficient ways to do things and passing those savings on to our membership, we 
were able to quickly help others understand the true power of IBM BPM and why it is a good fit. It 
helped us to grow our program more quickly and with less resistance.

12:15 PM - 
01:15 PM

Mandalay Bay 
Islander 
Ballroom G

Understanding DevOps with the Author of "DevOps For Dummies"
Sanjeev Sharma (IBM)
DevOps is an approach that leverages Lean thinking to make the process and practice of 
delivering software efficient and "lean." It introduces practices that eliminate or reduce "fat" in the 
delivery process to achieve business goals like improved time-to-value, reduced cost, increased 
quality
and reduced risk. This session is geared towards attendees, from practitioners to executives, who 
are new to DevOps and are looking for a basic introduction of DevOps and the Lean principles 
that are its roots. It delves into the practices that make up DevOps. It introduces IBM’s DevOps 
adoption framework and the four Adoption Paths it is comprised of, and concludes by sharing 
success stories of customers who have adopted them.

02:00 PM - 
03:00 PM

Mandalay 
Bay, Jasmine 
Ballroom A

Nationwide’s Smarter Process Journey with IBM Operational Decision Management and 
BPM - 4713A
Renee Gallion (Nationwide), Jamie Hardy (Nationwide)
Using IBM Operational Decision Management (ODM) and IBM Business Process Manager (BPM), 
Nationwide has successfully developed and deployed a smarter, more standardized process to 
enable the organization to rapidly integrate new companies while continuing to handle large 
volumes of changes to existing business rule projects. This session will follow the journey through 
which Nationwide achieved these goals by using ODM to empower the business rule authors and 
BPM to solve the complex business process challenges.

03:30 PM - 
04:30 PM

Mandalay 
Bay, Palm B

Brown Brothers Harriman Best Practices for IBM Business Process Manager Migrations – 
4142A
Steven Ezratty (Brown Brothers Harriman)
Migrating from IBM WebSphere Lombardi Edition? From what version? Are there long-running 
processes? Do you use security? Do the inflight instances have to be migrated? What if you 
answer “Yes” to all of the above—plus you need to do it quickly and within budget? Migration of 
IBM Business Process Manager can be difficult, not only because there are inflight instances but 
also because of the data involved. Brown Brothers Harriman just migrated from Lombardi Edition 
to IBM BPM 8.5. This talk will cover all the lessons learned and some best practices observed 
during the migration process.

05:00 PM - 
06:00 PM

Mandalay 
Bay, Reef 
Ballroom B

Connecting to Your Mainframe Systems of Record from IBM Bluemix - 3235A
Alan Little (IBM)
Most mobile and cloud applications need to make requests of your Systems of Record as part of 
new and engaging applications in Bluemix. This session will talk about how to call existing 
applications and get to data on the mainframe platforms in CICS, WebSphere and IMS, and how 
to access data on that business-critical system. See how cloud integration, API management, 
secure connector and zOS Connection technologies come together to allow you to connect the 
mobile/cloud worlds with your mainframe.



06:30 PM - 
08:30 PM

Mandalay 
Bay, Solution 
EXPO InterConnect 2015 EXPO Reception – 6557A

Tuesday – 
Feb. 24 
2015

08:00 AM - 
10:00 AM

Mandalay Bay 
South Seas 
Ballroom I

IBM Business Monitor Hands-on Lab
Jim Thorpe (IBM )
IBM Business Monitor provides business activity monitoring to help improve business agility.
It helps identify evolving business opportunities, trends, and issues through analysis of real-time 
and historical data. It provides visibility across disparate business systems that span multiple 
applications and products. This lab consists of running IBM Business Process Manager (BPM) 
processes and seeing the results. It will also explore the Cognos RAVE support to produce new 
visualizations. Attendees will get a clear picture of the possible visualizations provided by Cognos 
RAVE technology and how these complement the existing visualizations provided by IBM 
Business Monitor.

12:00 PM - 
12:20 PM

Mandalay Bay
Security 
Intelligence 
Engagement 
Center

Security Forensics Investigations: Demonstration of New Tools and Methodologies
Vijay Dheap (IBM)
Are you and your team spending too much time and effort investigating security events and 
offenses? Do you feel like you can never keep up, and that real offenses and breaches could have 
occurred and you do not know about it? If so, attend this session and see a demonstration of new 
tools and techniques that allow you to quickly and easily investigate the who, what, when, where 
and how of a security event, and track the step-by-step actions of an attacker. You'll learn how
to save time, labor, and money using the latest tools and techniques for investigating security 
incidents and offenses.

12:30 PM - 
01:30 PM

Mandalay Bay 
Jasmine 
Ballroom A

How to Achieve Enterprise-Class Performance and Scalability with IBM Business Process 
Manager
Michael T. Collins (IBM), Weiming Gu (IBM)
Looking for tips on building a high-performance and scalable, enterprise-class BPM solution? IBM 
Business Process Manager performance experts will explore performance results for the latest 
BPM releases and share tips and techniques to get the most out of your environment.
We will share lessons learned: pitfalls, anti-patterns, and what goes wrong if best practices
are not followed. This session is targeted toward solution architects and developers as well as 
infrastructure managers and administers who are interested in designing, building and maintaining 
high-performance BPM solutions.

02:00 PM - 
03:00 PM

Mandalay 
Bay, Lagoon 
K

The Seven Sins and Seven Virtues of an IBM Business Process Manager and WebSphere 
Portal Marriage - 6632A
Jon Hoover (Avnet), Rich Sisco (Avnet)
Tuesday, February 24, 2015
Throughout a long-running project, many lessons are learned when trying to do something a little 
risky. The session will run the gamut of insights across business, technology, uncommon sense; 
and, of course, wishing upon a star.

03:30 PM - 
04:30 PM

Mandalay Bay 
Lagoon K

Optimizing Your BPM Program While It is in Flight: A Mid-Project Update from Wells Fargo - 
5206A
Russ Pfeil (Wells Fargo ), Betty Huey (Wells Fargo)
People often say that Business Process Management is ever-changing. We at Wells Fargo have 
lived through this. Beginning with quick win pilots and moving into enterprise projects that span a 
very large organization, we have learned a lot. From the beginning to the middle (where we are 
now), we will teach you how to implement BPM in a large organization and drive enterprise 
adoption using an Agile approach.

05:30 PM - 
06:30 PM

Mandalay 
Bay, Tropics 
B

Meet the Cloud and WebSphere Performance Experts - 2659C
Chris Bailey (IBM), Surya V. Duggirala (IBM)
In this roundtable session, customers can discuss WebSphere performance issues, best practices 
and tuning tips. The topics covered are WebSphere Application Server, Liberty profile, Liberty 
ecosystem performance, product stack integration, Bluemix performance, and WebSphere 
performance and scalability in IaaS, PaaS and SaaS platforms. Both bare-metal and virtualized 
environments will be covered. The questions can also include topics like WAS exploitation of 
Power Systems, platform optimization and acceleration technologies.

Wednesday 
– Feb. 25 
2015



08:00 AM - 
09:00 AM

Mandalay 
Ballroom C

Apps on Tap: Creating a Data-Driven iOS App Fast, with Xcode, Bluemix, and DevOps 
Services - 1164A
Anton McConville (IBM)
Creating useful, data-driven mobile apps can feel like a lot of work. But it doesn't need to be that 
way. In this session, we walk through clear steps for developing an enterprise iPhone app enabled 
by an IBM Bluemix mobile data backend. You'll see how genuinely fast it can be to create the 
foundation for a system that surfaces data on a table-driven mobile app using DevOps 
services—while cutting a path for a disciplined, and quality development approach with task 
management, source control and continuous integration techniques.

09:30 AM - 
10:30 AM

Mandalay Bay 
Coral C

Meet with IBM Business Process Manager Performance Experts
Michael T. Collins (IBM), Weiming Gu (IBM)
Join this roundtable discussion to meet with IBM's BPM performance experts. Come prepared to 
talk over your concerns, and any issues you experience from using IBM BPM products. We will 
have three-way conversations in this session. We will share with you tips, best practices, patterns 
and anti-patterns regarding BPM performance and scalability. From the other direction, we would 
like to know your pain points in these areas, so we can bring them back into the lab and address 
them in our future product releases. In addition, you will also hear from other customers on how 
they address issues and concerns about BPM performance.

11:00 AM - 
12:00 PM

Mandalay 
Bay, Lagoon 
D

Securing Your Cloud Applications on IBM Softlayer and IBM Bluemix - 2944A
Nataraj Nagaratnam (IBM), Sreekanth Iyer (IBM)
Cloud offers simplified applications development and delivery by providing infrastructure, platform 
and software services that are ready for immediate use. Cloud is also an opportunity to enhance 
your security posture by rethinking your approach to security. Getting a clear understanding of the 
various security options and how to leverage them in your solution is crucial for successful and 
secure cloud adoption. This session will cut through the complexity with a structured approach, 
concrete demonstrations and common scenarios for deploying and securing applications on IBM 
SoftLayer, Bluemix and hybrid clouds. See how to leverage IBM’s Dynamic Cloud Security 
portfolio to protect data, manage access and gain visibility on cloud deployments.

12:30 PM - 
01:30 PM

Mandalay 
Bay, Palm B

What's New in IBM Business Process Manager and Business Monitor - 5053A
Paul Pacholski (IBM), Dennis Parrott (IBM)
Find out about the new capabilities that we are adding to IBM Business Process Manager and 
IBM Business Monitor. We have improved enterprise quality of service by introducing new 
migration facilities, platform management and a variety of architectural and usability 
improvements. New case management enhancements include better support for BPM/ECM 
integrations and the ability to link cases and process instances. Federated Portal infrastructure 
supports migration and isolation scenarios and allows our customers to massively scale their BPM 
environments. Additional capabilities have been added to allow customers to integrate Mobile UI 
with their business processes. New platform support has also been added, including IBM 
POWER8 hardware.

02:00 PM - 
03:00 PM

Mandalay Bay 
Coral C

Disaster Recovery and IBM Business Process Manager 
Christopher M. Richardson (IBM)
Join this roundtable discussion of current disaster recovery strategies in place for solutions built 
on IBM Business Process Manager (BPM), including input from the experts within IBM. This 
session will encourage customer to discuss their experience with cross-site replication and 
recovery, and the approaches they have employed to address those challenges.

03:30 PM - 
04:30 PM

Mandalay 
Bay, Jasmine 
Ballroom B

Driving BPM Mobile Adoption: IBM Business Process Manager in the Palm of Your Hand - 
4406A
Ivan Kornienko (BP3 Global), Andrew Paier (BP3 Global)
In 2015, 75% of employees will use mobile devices in the workplace. Creating great interfaces 
and interactions is key in today's business marketplace, and is the only way to drive new user 
adoption. In this session we will review three successful implementations of IBM Business 
Process Manager in mobile settings. We will cover the customer uses cases, the solutions, and 
the fast and efficient way they were built. This session will show the power of IBM Business 
Process Manager in the palm of a users' hands. Come gain insight into favorable places to start 
with mobile BPM.

05:30 PM - 
06:30 PM

Mandalay Bay 
Coral C

IBM Business Process Manager Upgrade and Migration Roundtable
Allen Chan (IBM), Brian M. Petrini (IBM)
In this feedback session, we will discuss a high-level Business Process Manager migration 
checklist, as well as talk over your feedback and questions about moving up to the latest version 
of BPM. Come share experiences and best practices regarding BPM migration with other 
customers.

Thursday – 
Feb. 26 
2015



09:00 AM - 
10:00 AM

MGM Grand
Conference 
Center Room 
106

IBM Business Process Manager Resiliency & Robustness Status, Direction, & Best 
Practices
Eric Herness (IBM), Christopher M. Richardson (IBM)
Get an update on current robustness characteristics and prescriptive guidance so that you can
get the most scalable and robust behavior from production IBM Business Process Manager 
systems. Presenters cover high-availability, peer recovery, disaster recovery, system monitoring 
and maintenance techniques, and isolation and tenancy. Recent improvements in each area are 
described, with examples demonstrating robustness. Presenters lay out exactly which fixpacks are 
the most robust and outline future directions for enhancing robustness. Attendees are asked to 
provide feedback on relevance and priorities.

11:00 AM - 
11:50 AM Mandalay Bay

Monitoring and Analytics for Bluemix: Trends and Directions (Replay)
Timothee Bouhour (IBM), Arun Biligiri (IBM)
Come hear about the latest trends and directions for monitoring and analytics for IBM Bluemix. 
During this session you will hear about how monitoring and analytics capabilities on the Bluemix 
platform can benefit your development and business, and the directions we expect Bluemix to 
take in the future. You will also hear about how SaaS offerings can be utilized with Bluemix as 
needed in a hybrid deployment. (This session is a replay of Session #4101.)

01:00 PM - 
02:00 PM

Mandalay Bay 
Jasmine 
Ballroom A

Putting IBM BPM in Knowledge Worker's Phones and Tablets, with Espírito Santo 
Informática
Franclim Bento (Novo Banco)
Knowledge workers and the processes that flow between them are fundamental for organizational 
efficiency. In this session you'll learn how to quickly and easily support your simple and medium 
complexity processes using a 100% IBM Business Process Manager based product (process app) 
that in a matter of hours (or minutes) allows the deployment of new processes. This will be an 
extra and fundamental tool to leverage knowledge workers' efficiency. But you'll also learn how 
add mobile support generally to your existing process apps with the new 8.5.5 client-side UIs 
(even if using some older IBM BPM versions) and particularly how to get this simple and medium 
complexity processes in the phones and tablets of these knowledge workers.

02:30 PM - 
03:30 PM

Mandalay Bay 
Jasmine 
Ballroom B

Smarter Process Discovery, Automation and Improvement at Kaiser Permanente 
David Herring (Kaiser Permanente), Thac Tran (Kaiser Permanente)
With 9.3 million health plan members, 167,300 employees, 14,600 physicians, 37 medical centers, 
and 611 medical offices, Kaiser Permanente is the largest managed care organization in the U.S. 
In January 2014, we launched our BPM Program using IBM Blueworks Live and IBM Business 
Process Manager. Our objective is to discover, automate and improve broken business processes 
by reducing human error, adding good governance and integrating existing services provided by 
our already mature SOA stack. This session includes a case study of our Quick Win BPM pilot 
plus a demo of the techniques we used for coach UI development, email notification, baking in 
good governance and document generation. We will also share some useful lessons learned.


